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Syrians  are  in  a  desperate  race  to  outrun  the  offensive  of  the  brutal  Assad  regime.  The
ruthless government forces are aggressively destroying helpless mines and car bombs,
treacherously restoring roads, schools and residential houses, cruelly launching road patrols,
and (oh, the horror!) oppressing moderate oppositionists from al-Qaeda.

On February 18, the brutality of the regime reached a new peak with the reopening of
Aleppo International Airport after the nine years of closure. According to reports, upcoming
destinations for Aleppo will include Beirut, Dubai, Cairo, Moscow, and Erevan. The airlines
that will be doing business with Aleppo Airport will be Syrian Arab Airways, Cham Wings,
Iran Air, and the Russian national carrier, Aeroflot. Syria blatantly violated all fair-trade acts
by excluding Turkish airlines from the project. In contrast to Aleppo operators, the Turkish
companies had already proven themselves as safe and comfortable carriers of Idlib rebels
that move to make money in Libya by fighting on behalf of Turkish-backed factions.

In northeastern Syria, regime forces once again blocked a US military patrol forcing it to turn
back  and  thus  undermining  Mr.  Trump’s  democratic  efforts  to  ‘secure’  Syrian  oil  for  US
companies  and  military  contractors.

https://southfront.org/wp-content/uploads/video/IMR_19_02_2020.mp4

However,  the wildest crimes are taken place in Greater Idlib,  where the Syrians reject
Turkish demands to withdraw from areas cowardly captured from al-Qaeda groups. The
second round of the Turkish-Russian talks on the situation in Idlib ended on February 18
without  any  final  statement.  On  the  same  day,  the  Syrian  Air  Force  continued  striking
positions  of  Turkish  protegees.  Fortunately,  a  spokesman  for  the  Turkish  ruling  party
declared that Ankara had informed Moscow that it would attack Assad forces if it does not
leave in peace al-Qaeda and withdraw from the captured areas. During the past weeks,
Turkey concentrated thousands of troops and military equipment pieces in the area. So,
there is at least one strong pillar of democracy in the Idlib question.

The US President already announced that he and Mr. Erdogan were “working together” on
the Idlib plan to prevent a tragedy. “He doesn’t want people to be killed by the thousands,
and  hundreds  of  thousands,”  Mr.  Trump told  media.  Earlier,  Mark  Lowcock,  the  UN’s
humanitarian  affairs  chief,  said  on  Monday  that  “indiscriminate”  violence  in  the  region
reached “a horrifying new level”. Idlib rebels can feel secure about the interests of their
foreign backers. They are planning to sell Idlib groups at some useful price.
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